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In 1990, we initiated a pilot sequencing project to test
the feasibility of sequencing large gene families in theThe availability of the complete genomic sequences
of the human and mouse T cell receptor loci opens up human genome. The aim was to determine the complete
nucleotide sequences of the human and mouse T cellnew opportunities for understanding T cell receptors
(TCRs) and their genes. The full complement of TCR receptor loci: /, , and  (Figure 1). These comparative
studies would open up new opportunities for under-gene segments is finally known and should prove a
valuable resource for supporting functional studies. A standing T cell receptors and their genes. A delineation
of the number and sequences of V elements and theirrational nomenclature system has been implemented
and is widely available through IMGT and other public comparison against T cell receptor cDNA sequences
would allow an assessment of the relative contributionsdatabases. Systematic comparisons of the genomic
sequences within each locus, between loci, and across of the various diversification mechanisms. The promoter
sequences of the V elements could be analyzed tospecies enable precise analyses of the various diversi-
fication mechanisms and some regulatory signals. The search for shared motifs. The genomic landscape of
these gene families could be delineated, including thegenomic landscape of the TCR loci provides funda-
mental insights into TCR evolution as highly localized number and spacing of T cell receptor elements, GC
content, repeat sequences, and other genes. Finally,and tightly regulated gene families.
through the comparisons of these gene families in
mouse and human, fundamental insights into the evolu-Introduction
The cellular immune system visualizes the world of tion of these gene families could be obtained.
pathogens largely through its T cell immune receptors.
T cell receptors (TCRs) are of two types:  and . Overview
The  TCRs recognize peptide fragments presented Genomic Landscape
by class I or class II molecules of the major histocompati- Analysis of the genomic sequence encompassing the
bility complex (MHC), whereas the  TCRs may recog- human and mouse TCR loci revealed that the elements
nize free peptides. Each T cell only expresses one type of the TCR genes are distributed across hundreds of
of T cell receptor. T cell receptor monomers are encoded kilobases (kb) of genomic sequence, ranging from less
by four distinct gene families: , , , and , contained than 200 kb for TCR  to over 1 Mb for the combined
within three chromosomal loci: /, , and . Regions TCR / locus (Figure 1). Nevertheless, the “TCR sub-
of the T cell receptor polypeptides are classified into genome” (the fraction of the genome devoted to TCR
variable regions capable of recognizing foreign molecu- genes) is fairly compact, claiming less than 0.1% of the
lar patterns and constant regions that anchor the recep- genome.
tors in the T cell membrane. The variable regions are In both the TCR / and  loci, other gene families
encoded by several distinct DNA elements that are re- are interspersed among the TCR elements (Figure 1).
arranged and joined during T cell differentiation: for the The 5 end of the TCR  locus shows some intermixing
 and  polypeptides—variable (V), diversity (D), and with olfactory receptor genes, while the TCR  locus
joining (J) elements; and for the  and  polypeptides—V encodes trypsinogen genes that flank the 5 and 3 ends
of the array of V elements. These gene associations
have existed for more than 300 million years, as reflected5 Correspondence: lhood@systemsbiology.org
6 These authors contributed equally to this work. by their conserved relationships in the human, mouse,
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Figure 1. Overview of the TCR Loci
The human (H, top) and mouse (M, bottom) TCR loci are compared showing arrays of V segments in orange, other TCR elements in red, and
non-TCR genes in blue. Italics indicate gene symbols where available. M6A, a putative methyltransferase; ZNF, a zinc-finger protein; OR,
olfactory receptor genes; DAD1, defender against cell death; DBHL, a dopamine--hydroxylase-like gene; TRY, trypsinogen genes and
pseudogenes; EPHB6, ephrin type-b receptor 6 precursor; Otrpc3, vanilloid receptor-related osmotically activated channel; Kel, Kell blood
group glycoprotein; AMPH, amphiphysin; and StAR, related to steroidogenic acute regulatory protein. Question marks indicate TCR genes or
segments lacking orthologs. Gray triangles indicate the locations of species-specific, processed pseudogenes. The sequence can be obtained
in GenBank with accession numbers AE000658-62 (human /), U66059-61 (human ), AF159056 (human ), AE007512 (mouse /), AE000663-
5 (mouse ), and AF037352 and AF021335 (mouse ).
and chicken lineages. Some of the trypsinogen genes The observed average density is 0.67 pseudogenes ev-
ery 100 kb of sequence (Figure 1), but they are signifi-are deleted upon genomic rearrangement of the TCR
locus; hence, none of these are essential for the subse- cantly more concentrated (2.8 pseudogenes per 100 kb)
upstream of both human and murine TCR , where thequent function of the T cell. The identities of the immedi-
ate neighboring genes, such as the “defender against olfactory receptor genes (and a few isolated V seg-
ments) are located. This could indicate that the TCRcell death” (DAD1) gene downstream of the TCR /
locus, are similarly conserved across species, support- loci may have selected against processed pseudogene
insertions.ing the concept of syntenic blocks of genes in different
species whose order and identities are conserved. Locus Organization
The overview in Figure 2 shows the “variations on aSeveral species-specific processed pseudogenes, as
well as a fragment of mitochondrial genome (Rowen et theme” of TCR gene organization: all TCR genes share
the basic structural theme of V, (D), J, and C gene seg-al., 1996), can be recognized within and near to the TCR
loci (Figure 1). They presumably integrated into these ments (D only for  and ), but there is wide variation
in the number of gene segments available for joining. Thegenomic regions after the human-mouse divergence.
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Figure 2. Gene Structure Overview
The genomic organization of the human (left) and mouse (right) TCR genes  (red),  (blue),  (brown), and  (green), showing clusters of V,
D, J, and C gene segments aligned vertically for clarity. Arrows represent the direction of transcription within each of the TCR genes; squares
and circles indicate gene elements in the direct and reverse orientations, respectively. The murine TCR 2 gene is inverted relative to the rest
of the locus. Dark colors indicate apparently functional gene elements, while lighter shades represent pseudogenes. Curly brackets indicate
the duplicated sets of V genes in murine TCR / locus. The TCR  and TCR  loci are both on human chromosome 7, on opposite sides of
the centromere (schematically represented by the black circle).
gene segments are present in long arrays, with disrupted and coworkers (Arden et al., 1995b, 1995a). We pro-
posed in 1996 to rename the V gene segments in the(pseudogene) segments interspersed among the func-
tional ones. Some V gene segments in the / locus human TCR  locus (Rowen et al., 1996) based on the
order of the occurrence of subfamilies in the locus start-have been shown to be “bifunctional,” able to participate
in the assembly of both TCR  and  genes, whereas ing at the 5 end. The naming conventions we proposed
for the V, V, and J gene segments (Koop et al.,other V gene segments in this locus show exclusive
rearrangements to either Jor Delements. A distinctive 1992, 1994) have been adopted by the ImMunoGeneTics
database, IMGT (Lefranc, 2001). Since the HUGO No-organizational feature of TCR  and TCR  gene families
is the presence of a solitary V element that is located menclature Committee has approved the names pro-
vided by IMGT, they should now be considered official.3 to the respective C regions and in the opposite tran-
scriptional orientation. To illustrate the change, human TCRBV7S3 in Arden et
al. has become TRBV4-3 in IMGT, where TRB is theThe most expanded V gene segment family is the
murine / locus, with 104 elements (including pseu- family, V is the segment type, 4 is the subfamily, and -3
is the subfamily member (Lefranc and Lefranc, 2001).dogenes). Human and mouse J gene segments have
also similarly expanded to 60 copies. The TCR  loci Conversion tables between the currently approved
names and their predecessors are available at IMGThave duplicated their entire D-J-C regions. Likewise,
human TCR  family has duplicated J-C ensembles. (http://imgt.cines.fr:8104), as well as maps of the loci,
based on the sequences we have submitted to Gen-Finally, the murine TCR  locus displays four copies of
the entire V-J-C gene. Bank. The analysis of the mouse / locus indicated
that some minor changes in names were required; theseNomenclature
In 1995, the WHO-IUIS Nomenclature Sub-Committee will be adopted by IMGT (M.P. Lefranc, personal com-
munication). Since the IMGT nomenclature for the hu-on TCR Designation proposed a system that unifies the
prefixes given to individual gene segments, e.g., man and mouse TCR loci deviates from the convention,
possible changes are currently under discussion. In thisTCRBV7S3 to indicate the T cell receptor family or locus
(TCRB), gene segment type (V), subfamily name (7), and review, we will use “h” or “m” to indicate human or
mouse and the IMGT nomenclature to refer to the genesubfamily member (S3) (WHO-IUIS, 1995). This conven-
tion is used in the widely referenced reviews by Arden segments, unless specifically noted otherwise.
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Building Diversity D and J Gene Segments
The numbers of D and J elements for the various TCRV Gene Segments
gene families are similar between human and mouse,The V elements are encoded by two exons, a leader (L)
and their sizes are also highly conserved across species.and a variable gene segment (V), separated by an intron
The J gene segments range in size from 47 to 76 bpthat typically ranges in size from 80 to 250 nucleotides.
and are flanked at their 5 end by recombination signalsThe 3 end of each V element is followed by a recombina-
with 12 bp spacers. The D elements are very short (9–16tion signal sequence (RSS) with a 23 bp long spacer.
bp) and are flanked by recombination signals of 12 andIn all of the loci, some of the V gene segments were
23 bp on the 5 and 3 ends, respectively.duplicated less than 80 million years ago (since the hu-
Combinatorial Diversityman-mouse divergence), resulting in anywhere from two
The functional T cell receptor is a heterodimer, eachto twelve copies of the ancestral V gene segment in
polypeptide having been encoded by joining a combina-question. These copies range in nucleotide sequence
tion of gene segments. Even without taking into accountsimilarity from70% to100%, and they form the evo-
the additional mechanisms for creating variability at thelutionary basis for the subfamily nomenclature designa-
third hypervariable region, the human TCR gene seg-tions. The sizes of the introns among members of the
ment repertoire can be assembled by combinatorial ele-same V subfamily are similar in all TCR loci. The size of
ment joining into a thousand variants for TCR  andintrons is generally conserved in the two species for a
over 2500 for TCR , while TCR  and  exhibit much lessgiven ortholog pair as well (data not shown).
combinatorial element diversity but rely more heavily onBecause of the extensive analyses of cDNAs isolated
N region variability. Combinatorial joining and combina-from the thymus or peripheral lymphocytes during the
torial association lead to a basal capability of generating1980s and 1990s (Arden et al., 1995b, 1995a), few novel
over two million  heterodimers, and a thousand differ-functional V gene segments were discovered in the ge-
ent  pairs. Superimposed on this diversity is the virtu-nomic sequences. However, a number of previously un-
ally unlimited diversity of the third hypervariable regionknown and presumably untranscribed pseudogenes
(see below).were found. Most, but not all (see below), of these new
The recombination signal sequence (RSS) is one ofpseudogenes have suffered extensive damage, such as
the major factors that may affect the relative representa-numerous frameshifts. As long as these damaged genes
tion of gene segments in the primary repertoire. Thecontain several recognizable features of V elements,
mechanism of V(D)J recombination mediated by thesuch as exons with splice sites or recombination signals,
RAG1 and RAG2 enzymes requires the presence ofthey have been counted and named as pseudogenes.
proper heptamer and nonamer signals, separated byThe genomic sequences also contain unnamed regions
“spacers” of 12 or 23 bp (Zhu and Roth, 1996). Previouscalled “relics” that are identified by distant sequence
work (Ramsden et al., 1994) has shown that the spacersimilarity to exon 2 of the V gene segments.
sequences possess significantly conserved sequenceSome pseudogenes appear to have arisen recently.
motifs, but only a minority of the RSSs in that workFor example, human TRBV3-2 is a pseudogene, but its
was derived from TCRs. With the current availability ofchimpanzee ortholog is functional. Some gene seg-
complete TCR locus sequences, it is possible to studyments are becoming pseudogenes, judging from the
TCR-specific constraints on heptamer, spacer, and non-fact that their sequence is polymorphic, with one variant
amer sequences. A species- and locus-specific analysisbeing functional and the other pseudo. The more recent
of V element RSSs (Figure 3A) shows nearly perfectpseudogenes are likely to exhibit limited lethal events,
conservation of heptamer sequence except for its lastfor example point mutations that cause protein chain
two nucleotides, which are not conserved in TCR .termination, the loss of structurally important amino
Some positions along the nonamer sequence are simi-acids, or the destruction of a splice site. Some of these
larly compromised. The last four nucleotides in the
mutations are subtle. For example, the human TCR /
spacer show a degree of conservation similar to that of
and  gene families each have three apparently func-
the nonamers. An A located at the fifth position 3 of
tional V elements that were not observed at the cDNA the heptamer (A5) has been shown to be significantly
level. Molecular modeling demonstrated that at least conserved in immunoglobulin RSSs (Ramsden et al.,
two of three V elements in each case have lesions that 1994). We find A5 to be conserved in TCR  as well, but
would block proper V domain folding or association with not in TCR , where an A at the seventh position is
the other V domain. Whether the messages are not ex- conserved instead (A7). A reconstruction of a consensus
pressed or rapidly degraded is unclear. sequence for human and mouse TCRs spacers shows
Insertions or deletions turn functional genes into very limited similarity to the previously published con-
pseudogenes by causing frameshifts. Pseudogenes sensus for RSSs for immunoglobulins (Figure 3B). It will
created in this way seem less likely to revert to functional be interesting to determine by in vitro experiments to
genes and, indeed, they are likely to accumulate ad- what extent these consensus RSSs and their variants
ditional mutations. Interestingly, human and mouse influence specific element representation in the TCR
TRBV21 are orthologs that are pseudogenes due to in- repertoire (prior to selection by tolerance and antigen).
dependent frameshifts in the leader sequence. A base Junctional Diversity in the Third Hypervariable Region
has been added in hTRBV21 exon 1 and deleted from TCR V gene segments show increased germline variabil-
mTRBV21 exon 1. In the mouse TCR  locus, in contrast ity in the first two hypervariable regions, presumably
to its human counterpart, most of the pseudogenes have through natural selection for functional variation in the
multiple lesions. Pseudogene formation appears to have antigen binding site. The highest level of diversity in the
V domain is seen in the third hypervariable region (HV3)occurred sporadically throughout the evolution of TCRs.
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Figure 3. Recombination Signal Sequences
(A) Sequence logos of RSSs extracted from the 3 ends of functional V (top) and V (bottom) elements from human (left) and mouse (right)
TCR loci. The heptamer and the nonamer signals are enclosed in boxes. Taller letters indicate more highly conserved nucleotides. V element
RSSs from TCR  and  were similarly studied, but they yield less significant results due to smaller sample sizes.
(B) Consensus sequences for RSSs from human and mouse TCR  and  V elements, calculated by majority rule. Capital letters are used for
conserved residues with information contributions of 0.5 bits or more. White backgrounds indicate discrepancies. “TCR cons” is a derived
consensus for TCR RSSs, while “IgTCR” is the consensus RSS published by Ramsden et al. (1994), based mostly on Ig sequences. In the
alignment, vertical bars indicate identities, while colons and periods indicate full and partial compatibility of ambiguity codes, respectively.
at the junction between V, (D), and J gene segments. by aligning the genomic gene segment sequences with
over 2800 corresponding cDNA clone sequences avail-Although there are far fewer TCR genes than immuno-
globulin (Ig) V genes (human heavy chain has approxi- able from the public databases. While such analysis
suggests that both types of junctional variability appearmately 1000 V genes), the potential diversity of TCR
molecules has been estimated to be greater than that greater in the human than in the mouse, this conclusion
must be tempered due to the nonrandom selection pro-for Igs, largely due to their greater junctional diversity
(Davis and Bjorkman, 1988). During the rearrangement cess for the cDNAs that were sequenced. These data,
however, indicate the importance of nucleotide additionprocess, the gene segments are modified by enzymatic
digestion of their ends and by addition of nucleotides and removal to generate diversity in the HV3 region,
which plays a central role in molecular recognition bynot encoded in the germline (N region variability). There-
fore, a given assembly of germline V, (D), and J gene the T cell receptors.
Promoter/Regulatory Regionssegments can generate a virtually unlimited number of
amino acid sequences at the junctions. The regulation of expression of TCR  has been shown
to depend on several regulatory elements, localized inThe junctional diversity for exonuclease and terminal
deoxynucleotidyl transferase activities can be analyzed the near vicinity of each V gene segment (Ratanavong-
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siri et al., 1990). Computational identification of human the genome is 13%–14%, whereas the 42.4% GC-rich
human TCR  locus has 5% Alu density. The low den-and mouse conserved noncoding sequences, accompa-
sity of SINEs in the TCR / and  loci is consistent withnied by experiments on identifying transcription factor
observations that SINEs tend to accumulate in tran-binding sites, have been used to infer hypotheses about
scribed regions of the genome (Smit, 1999). In contrastsequence motifs important to gene regulation. By com-
to TCR / and  loci, the human TCR  locus has aparing upstream regions of a subset of the V segments, a
higher SINE than LINE density.“decamer” motif similar to the cAMP responsive element
The overall densities of identified repeats in the human(CRE) was discovered in the TCR  locus (Anderson et
and mouse TCR loci are comparable. However, trans-al., 1988). Upon completion of the genomic sequence,
posable element activity currently is much higher in thethis was extended into a putative palindromic 14 bp
mouse genome than in the human genome (Kazazian,motif (Rowen et al., 1996). This sequence was later
1998). The appearance of a comparable repeat densityshown experimentally to be important for expression of
is caused by the much higher average substitution rateTCR , and a splice variant of the CRE binding protein
in the mouse lineage than in the human lineage: older(CREB) was discovered that binds to it specifically (Yang
elements are generally too diverged to be recognizedet al., 1997). Similarly, we have recognized a polypurine-
in mouse DNA. Transposon copies that were introducedtract (R-tract) motif, which is conserved upstream of
after the human-mouse radiation (dashed black line inboth human and mouse V segments (Figure 4A). Pu-
Figures 5B and 5D) represent a two to three times largerrine:pyrimidine tracts have been shown to promote
fraction of the murine TCR loci than in human. The differ-unwinding of the double-helix and to be implicated in
ence is probably even larger than that, because whileregulation of transcription and in posttranslational regu-
most primate-specific repeats are well described, manylation. Within the observed tracts, a specific consensus
early rodent-specific repeats are not.sequence could be defined, suggesting the conserva-
The most dramatic observation from Figure 5 is thetion of specific patterns for transcription factor binding,
very low density of repeats in the area containing thethough no experimental confirmation has yet been ob-
D, J, and C elements of the TCR / and  loci, intained.
apparent correlation with high sequence conservationAnalyses of the upstream regions (using 200 or 500
between human and mouse (Koop et al., 1994). Of thebp) of all the human and mouse V segments, separated
175 kb low repeat-density region in human TCR /by locus and by species, suggest that those two motifs
locus, 10 kb are formed by recognized exons (functional(CRE and R-tract) are the most evident. By mapping the
or decayed), recombination signals, or enhancer se-consensus sequences thus obtained on the upstream
quences. Only 8 additional kb of sequence have beenregions, we observed that both motifs are present up-
introduced by transposon insertion after the human-stream of some V elements of all TCR gene families (for
mouse speciation, and all repeats tend to be short (215an example, see Figure 4B). For some of the V elements,
bp on average versus an average of 480 bp in the rest ofthe two motifs are contiguous. These findings suggest
the locus). This suggests the existence of strong spatialthat both motifs may have been present in the ancestral
constraints in the DJC regions.TCR genes, but CRE became more dominant for TCR
Both the human and mouse  loci have fewer repeats and the R-tract for TCR . Their relative locations have
in the 5 half of the variable gene locus (Figure 5). In thenot been conserved. Some V elements appear not to
human locus, and to a lesser degree in the mouse, thesehave either of these conserved sequences within 500 bp
coincide with regions containing long, tandemly dupli-of their initiation codon yet are nonetheless expressed,
cated sequences. Many observations point at frequentsuggesting that there may be alternative ways for tran-
sequence homogenization between these duplicatedscription factor binding sites to affect transcription, that
units (see below), which could lead to a decreased likeli-one or both of these sites has mutated beyond recogni-
hood of fixation of deleterious mutations. The paucitytion, or that the site(s) is (are) greater than 500 bp from
of repeats among the V elements could therefore be an
the start site.
indication of selection against new transposon inser-
tions.
Evolution of the T Cell Receptor Loci Microsatellites
Genome-Wide Repeats The study of microsatellite markers has had a revolution-
The average density of interspersed repeats in the hu- ary impact in human molecular genetics. Microsatellites
man genome is 45% (International Human Genome Se- (also known as simple sequence repeats, or SSRs) are
quencing Consortium, 2001). The human /, , and  frequently polymorphic and show dynamic variation in
TCR loci have repeat densities of 44%, 34%, and 34%, populations, and can be used to map the location of
respectively. Long interspersed nucleotide elements genes causing or predisposing to diseases.
(LINEs) are more common than short interspersed nucle- We catalogued microsatellites (from dinucleotide to
otide elements (SINEs). The human / and  loci exhibit pentanucleotide repeats) in the TCR loci of human and
the general correlation of LINE density with AT-rich DNA mouse. We found that SSRs from mice are significantly
and SINE density with GC-rich DNA (Figure 5). SINEs more numerous and more extensive than those of hu-
(primarily Alus) are rare throughout the AT-rich portion mans in both the TCR / and TCR  loci, the fraction
of the human TCR/ locus but climb in density together of the sequence included in SSRs being two to three
with the rise in GC-rich DNA on both sides of the V times larger in mouse than in human. No such difference
elements. In the human  locus, lower LINE density also is observed between human and mouse TCR  loci, but
correlates quite precisely with higher GC-level (Figure this may represent a sampling effect due to the much
5). The SINE density in the TCR loci is rather low; e.g., smaller size of the TCR  locus.
This striking difference in microsatellite complementaverage Alu density in 42%–44% GC-rich regions across
Review
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Figure 4. Conserved Motifs in TCR Promoter Sequences
Separate data sets were built for each locus in each species by extracting the upstream region for each V segment. Each data set was
analyzed using 100 independent runs of the Gibbs sampler. In parallel, 100 control sets were generated for each data set by shuffling each
sequence while maintaining its dinucleotide composition, and the Gibbs sampler was applied to each control set. The motifs observed from
the real data sets were always found to be of significantly higher quality than those from reshuffled sets. The motifs were visualized as
sequence logos (Schneider and Stephens, 1990) and mapped on the genomic sequences using the WordMap tool of the Gestalt Workbench
(Glusman and Lancet, 2000).
(A) The R-tract (blue diamonds) and CRE (red squares) motifs observed by studying upstream regions of 500 bp (left) or 200 bp (right), in
human (top) and mouse (center). The R-tract was also observed in mouse TCR  (lower left).
(B) Location and quality of the observed motifs upstream of mouse V gene segments. The two motifs were compared to every position in
each sequence, and similarity values were calculated. For each V gene segment, the quality of the best match is expressed in Z-scores, as
the number of standard deviations away from the average similarity to all other positions in the sequence. Both motifs are mostly clustered
in the 200 proximal bp.
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Figure 5. Repeat Content of the TCR Loci
Repeats were analyzed with RepeatMasker (version 05192001, RepBase Update version 6.3).
(A and C) GC content graphs of unmasked (blue) and masked (pink) sequence.
(B and D) Repeat content in 50 kb windows, showing LINEs (green), SINEs (red), LTR elements (yellow), primate or rodent specific insertions
(dashed black line), and all repeats (thick black line). The average values for the human genome are indicated on the left (genome).
appears to be a genome-wide phenomenon, as evi- mosome 9 are pseudogenes (called “orphons”). The
mouse TCR  locus is unique in that the entire TCR genedenced from analyzing a much larger sequence sample
from both species. The mouse genome appears to be (V-J-C) has been repeatedly duplicated in its entirety,
yielding four copies clustered on chromosome 13. Theparticularly enriched in dinucleotide and tetranucleotide
repeats of lengths 20–80 bp. This may indicate a differ- human and mouse / and  loci and the human  locus
are characterized instead by internal duplications of por-ence in the mechanisms of microsatellite mutation be-
tween mice and humans, potentially leading to higher tions of their sequences.
Duplications within the TCR loci have occurred overgenome instability in the mouse.
Expansion of the Germline Repertoire hundreds of millions of years, with the result that the
number of gene segments and the sequence variabilitythrough Duplication
Many multigene families, such as olfactory receptors among them has increased over time. Phylogenetic
trees of V gene segments based on alignment of amino(Glusman et al., 2001), have expanded their membership
throughout the human genome by both inter- and in- acid sequences (Arden et al., 1995b, 1995a) show
branching patterns consistent with the idea of ancienttrachromosomal duplication. Genome-wide, about 5%
of chromosomal DNA is bound up in quite recent dupli- and recent duplications. The criterion of 70% identity
in the coding sequences (cDNAs), traditionally used forcations (96%–98% sequence identity in long, 10 kb
segments) (International Human Genome Sequencing determining subfamily memberships, provides an oper-
ational distinction between ancient and recent duplica-Consortium, 2001). The members of each TCR multigene
family are all within a single locus; they are not dispersed tions. Members of a subfamily are derived from relatively
recent duplications and are typically embedded inthroughout the genome. There is only one clear case
of extensive interchromosomal duplication for the TCR longer segment copies with similarities in introns and
surrounding noncoding sequence. In contrast, the in-loci, namely several V segments and one trypsinogen
from the human TCR  locus on chromosome 7 to chro- trons and surrounding noncoding sequences of mem-
bers of different subfamilies are usually “unique” (i.e.,mosome 9 (Robinson et al., 1993; Rowen et al., 1996).
Because only V elements but not the D-J-C gene seg- too diverged to be aligned properly): these are the prod-
ucts of more ancient duplications.ments were duplicated, the V gene segments on chro-
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elements are embedded in a 3.5 kb homology unit.
Taken together, the three copies account for 1.5% of
the mouse TCR  locus. In contrast, human TCR  has
nine multimember V subfamilies, not counting the V ele-
ments on chromosome 9. These subfamilies are embed-
ded in six homology units ranging in length from 0.7 kb
to 31.1 kb (Rowen et al., 1996). Taken together, these
six homology units account for 40% of the locus and
explain the difference in the fractions of the loci devoted
to V segments (Figure 1). Both loci have evolved ex-
panded membership of the trypsinogen multigene fam-
ily, but in mouse this has happened to a significantly
greater extent. This inverse differential expansion of V
elements and trypsinogen genes in mouse and human
raises fascinating questions about the functional nature
of these expansions. Repeated duplication of overlap-
ping portions of a locus, and gene conversions among
the resulting homology units, compound its organiza-
tional complexity. Indeed, because of this, it has proven
difficult to reconstruct a convincing evolutionary history
for human TCR  locus (Rowen et al., 1996). The murine
TCR / locus provides an extreme example of the gen-
Figure 6. Phylogenetic Analysis of TCR C Segments eration of paralogs: a single event duplicated 410 kb
The amino acid sequences of all human (H, bold branches) and of the central portion of the locus. Over two-thirds of the
mouse (M) TCR C regions were aligned using ClustalW (Higgins et original V segment repertoire got copied in this massive
al., 1996) using standard parameters. The unrooted phylogenetic duplication, which occurred only 4–8 million years ago.
trees were calculated using the neighbor joining method (Saitou and
It can be estimated that, prior to this event, the humanNei, 1987). The bar indicates 10% divergence along each branch. All
germline potential for TCR  diversity was 2–3 timesinternal branches have 78% bootstrap support. The dashed
larger than that of mouse, whereas the current differencebranch depicts the hypothetical location of the TCR  branch, prior
to the proposed ancient gene conversion event that homogenized is 1.5. Since this large duplication is quite recent
TCR  and . TCR  could alternatively have converted TCR . (97% sequence identity) and the duplicated V ele-
The arrow in the TCR  lineage indicates the observed enhanced ments have diverged little, those in the 5-most copy
conservation across species, potentially a result of frequent gene
have been given names derived from those in the 3conversion.
copy by the addition of a “D” (e.g., TRAV13D-1 and
TRAV13-1 for the 5 and 3 copies, respectively).
The exact mechanisms leading to duplications of the
Within a set of duplicated segments (called “homology
sort that have occurred in the TCR loci are largely un-
units”), the extent of sequence similarity can vary signifi-
known. Unequal crossover, perhaps facilitated by com-
cantly over the length of any given aligned pair, sug-
mon genomic repeats such as retroviral or LINE se-
gesting multiple crossover events and/or gene conver- quences, is frequently invoked as a mechanism for
sions among the different copies of the duplicated generating multiple copies of a gene. This explains some
region. The picture is complicated further by the possi- but not all of the duplications in the TCR loci. Whatever
bility of deletions. For example, there is a large (21.5 kb) the mechanism may be, the result is an increase in the
and fairly common deletion polymorphism in the human germline repertoire and the concomitant potential for
TCR  locus involving three V segments (Seboun et al., newly duplicated gene segments to take on more spe-
1989). Sequence analysis of both variants suggests that cialized functions.
an unequal crossover event might have occurred near a Gene Conversion
microsatellite repeat in a region where there is extensive Gene segment duplication and divergence afford the
gene conversion (Zhao et al., 1994). If extensive deletion possibility of enlarging the diversity of the gene segment
has occurred in the human loci relative to our primate repertoire. The opposing evolutionary force of gene con-
ancestors, it is possible that primate TCR repertoires version can homogenize similar copies, leading to a
could have been more complex in the past. This might reduction in diversity. Gene conversion appears to be a
especially be true for the TCR  locus, given that the highly frequent phenomenon in primate TCR loci (Funk-
single human  locus appears to be orthologous to mu- houser et al., 1997). For example, two human V ele-
rine TCR 1-3, while murine TCR 4 appears to have no ments (TRBV6-2 and TRBV6-3) are identical while having
human counterpart (Figure 6). distinct flanking sequences. A comparison of the murine
The TCR loci differ markedly in the extent and com- V segments suggests the presence of at least three
plexity of the duplications responsible for generating conversion events following the recent large duplication
the subfamilies. Human and mouse TCR  offer an inter- (not shown). Gene conversion, together with selective
esting contrast. Although both loci are the same size pressures for sequence and/or exon spacing, may have
(650 kb) and have about the same number of V seg- led to a reduced concentration of interspersed repeats
ment subfamilies (30 for human, 31 for mouse), only two and higher sequence conservation in specific parts of
mouse V segment subfamilies have multiple members, the TCR loci. Interestingly, most recognizable TCR seg-
ment relics are located in such interconverting, higherthree each of mTRBV12 and mTRBV13. These two V
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GC content regions. Perhaps, most TCR segment rel- two of the three paralogs have been deleted in the pri-
mate lineage.ics located elsewhere have already degraded beyond
recognition. (3) Gene conversion occurring over millions of years
among the paralogs of a given family can result in suffi-An ancient duplication involves the DJC region of hu-
man and mouse  loci. Except for the coding regions, cient change that the evolutionary relationship to the
common ancestor is unclear. This may explain why it isthe adjacent sequences are only weakly similar. Never-
theless, the first exons of the two human and mouse difficult to assign clear-cut mouse orthologs to the hu-
man TRBV5 and TRBV7 subfamilies. Gene conversionC segments are almost identical at the nucleotide level.
This clear case of homogenization has apparently oc- is often restricted to the conserved sequences, particu-
larly the coding regions, and can be detected by analyz-curred independently in both the human and the murine
lineages. As a result, the two extant human C segments ing the flanking noncoding sequences. Thus, it is essen-
tial to have complete genomic sequence in order toare more similar to each other than either is to their
murine counterparts. A straightforward phylogenetic determine the evolutionary history of the TCR elements.
A Genomic Perspective on TCR Phylogenyanalysis of the C segments would suggest independent
duplications of the DJC region in human and in mouse, Previous analyses of TCR gene evolution based on phy-
logenetic approaches have suggested that the TCR while in fact C gene duplication almost certainly hap-
pened only once in an ancient common ancestor. heterodimer represents the ancestral form of the adap-
tive, direct antigen binding immune system (RichardsOrthology
The assignment of ortholog pairs in the TCR loci is non- and Nelson, 2000). It was suggested that both immuno-
globulins (humoral immunity) and the TCRheterodim-trivial for many of the gene segments, due to the com-
plexities in the genome introduced by duplications, dele- ers (which recognize antigens indirectly, presented by
MHC molecules) evolved from the TCR  pair. Whentions, and gene conversions. Straightforward cases of
assignment include the TCR  D-J-C regions, TCR  comparing the amino acid sequences of the constant
regions, it is clear that TCR  is more closely related toJ-C, and some of the single-member V subfamilies such
as hTRBV30 and mTRBV31 (the most 3, inverted V gene TCR  and TCR  is more closely related to TCR . These
sequence similarity relationships imply the phylogeneticsegments). In attempting to assign ortholog pairs, some
or all of the following criteria can be used: (1) 60% tree depicted in Figure 6.
We find this scenario unlikely for three reasons. First, itamino acid identity in the coding sequence; (2) proximity
on a phylogenetic tree; (3) positional information in the requires independent evolution of unusual organization
features. For example, such an ancestry would requirelocus; and (4) sharing of distinctive features. Ortholog
assignments for the V segments have been provided in the independent generation of inverted V elements 3
to the C elements of both TCR  and TCR  loci. WeClark et al. (1995). A discussion of the orthology relation-
ships between the human and mouse J segments has believe this is very unlikely, since inversion and “jump-
ing” (remote duplication) of gene segments within TCRbeen published (Koop and Hood, 1994).
As an example, human TRBV13 appears to be ortholo- loci appears to have been an extremely infrequent event.
Second, it requires that the D elements evolved (or weregous to the three-member TRBV12 subfamily in mouse.
Not only are the amino acid sequences more similar to lost) independently in two of the TCR gene families (Lit-
man et al., 1999) and in the immunoglobulins, once againeach other than to other V elements in the other species,
they also share the distinctive characteristic that exon an unlikely event in our view. Finally, their separate geno-
mic locations would imply that the TCR  and TCR 1, which codes for the leader sequence, is 79 bases
long rather than the 49 bases typically found in V gene families arose in two independent events. It is then hard
to envision the intricate evolutionary pathways neces-segments. In some cases, application of the criteria
does not give a clear answer. An example of an attempt sary to rewire the regulatory apparatus from an initial
two-gene family system, through a presumably promis-to map orthologous relationships between subfamilies
onto the genomic sequence was published for the TCR cuous stage of three gene families, and finally into the
modern system of two distinct functional pairs of gene locus (Aderem and Hood, 2001). The following difficul-
ties were encountered. families. These difficulties make this evolutionary sce-
nario rather implausible and suggest that a straightfor-(1) The descendant(s) of an ancestral gene may be
missing or extensively damaged in one of the two spe- ward interpretation of phylogenetic analyses based
solely on constant region sequence similarity is mis-cies. For example, it is likely that a deletion occurred
during primate evolution that entirely eliminated the hu- leading. The reconstruction of phylogenetic relation-
ships can be obscured by convergent evolution, as ob-man ortholog of mTRVB1, the most 5 V segment in
mouse. The closest apparent ortholog to the functional served for the constant genes of both human and mouse
TCR  loci and for the duplicated V segments in thehuman TRBV18 appears to be the heavily damaged
mouse pseudogene TRBV18. Once a gene segment is mouse TCR  locus. We suggest that gene conversion
has confused the evolutionary relationships of the TCRdamaged, there is no selection against the accumulation
of additional mutations. Eventually, the relationship to gene families by homogenizing portions of the TCR 
and TCR  loci early in the evolution of TCRs. We pro-the ancestral gene becomes unrecognizable.
(2) Ancient and recent duplications in the loci have pose a more parsimonious evolutionary scenario that
invokes an ancestral pair of rearranging gene families,resulted in numerous paralogs for some of the V gene
segments. For example, human TRBV23 could be the only one of which had D elements. Since the presence
or absence of D elements is shared with Ig genes (heavyortholog of either mTRBV23, mTRBV24, or mTRBV26,
with mTRBV26 being the best guess. Presumably, there and light gene families, respectively), the ancestral gene
pair could have given rise to both Ig and TCRs. In thewas an ancient duplication in the ancestral locus, and
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Figure 7. Hypothetical Reconstruction of TCR Gene Evolution
Graphical conventions are as in Figure 2.
(A) Generation of the initial TCR gene set from an ancestral Ig/TCR gene, by local duplication followed by inversion of most of the / ancestor
gene (gray background).
(B) Evolution of TCR  and TCR  on human chromosome 7, by way of gene conversion (squiggly lines), local duplications, and a potential
pericentromeric inversion (gray background).
(C) Joint evolution of TCR  and TCR  on human chromosome 14. Bifunctionality of V gene segments may have permitted the loss by
deletion of all original V genes.
TCR lineage, the VDJC gene is proposed to have under- The TCR  and TCR  gene families have remained
tightly linked in the chromosome 14 TCR locus (Figuregone an inversion, leaving a (now inverted) V element
3 to the C element (Figure 7A). Phylogenetic analysis 7C). Indeed, the TCR  gene family is located within the
TCR  gene family. How could this arrangement arise?of V elements shows that the inverted V element in
human and mouse are the most divergent of the V The entire TCR  locus could in principle have been
transferred en bloc between the V and J regions. Thiselements and related only to the 5-most V element in
the mouse, lending further support to the hypothesis of would explain why the V elements are predominantly
at the 3 end of the array of V gene segments. On thean ancient inversion event.
A duplication of the whole TCR locus, potentially in other hand, most V elements are phylogenetically indis-
tinguishable from V. It was suggested that V and Vthe framework of a large genomic duplication, would
then give rise to two TCR loci, embedded today in human segments are highly convergent; it is now clear that
several V segments are bifunctional, able to rearrangechromosomes 7 and 14. The chromosome 7 TCR locus
included the precursors of TCR  and TCR . We pro- productively with either TCR  or TCR . We propose
that all the extant V gene segments evolved out ofpose that an early event of gene conversion may have
homogenized these then-neighboring genes (Figures 6 ancestral V segments; some of the ancestral V seg-
ments may have been able to rearrange with J, in aand 7B), leading to the current confusion in phylogenetic
grouping. Local duplications would then account for the mechanism similar to the “capture” of downstream ex-
ons described for cytochrome P450 (Finta and Zaphiro-repeated structures within these genes ([DJC]2 in TCR
 and [JC]2 in TCR ). Finally, a pericentromeric inversion poulos, 2000b). Therefore, the V-V relationship would
not be that of extreme convergence but rather of diver-could have separated the two TCR gene families on
chromosome 7 (Figure 7B). Such a scenario would pre- gence from a much more recent common ancestor. As-
suming that this functional duality existed also for thedict that the two gene families should be oriented in
opposite orientations. Detailed analysis of sequence ancestral V gene segments, the loss of the original V
segment(s) would have been possible, and it would havemarkers by electronic PCR and comparison to genetic
maps in the Unified Database (UDB, http://bioinfo. necessitated the deletion of the TCR  gene family for
productive TCR  rearrangement. Indeed, as TCR  spe-weizmann.ac.il/udb) indeed suggest that both gene fam-
ilies are encoded in a centromere-to-telomere orienta- cialized into early expression, the advantage of “tempo-
ral segregation” may have outweighed the loss of a Vtion, on opposite sides of the centromere.
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element. This loss may have propelled the proliferation evolved T cell receptors and the relatively primitive ol-
factory receptors. While TCR genes reside in a veryof J elements to enhance variability.
The availability of complete genomic sequences for all small number of complex genomic loci, OR genes are
present in several dozen genomic clusters and manyhuman and mouse TCR loci finally provides an accurate
picture of their genomic organization and suggests a additional locations as singletons (Glusman et al., 2001).
Notwithstanding the large number of OR pseudogenesmore parsimonious explanation of their evolution. How
plausible is this alternative scenario? Overall, gene orga- in the human genome, it appears to be the case that a
large fraction of OR gene duplications led to the genera-nization is known to be more conserved than the actual
sequence, and convergent evolution by gene conver- tion of additional functional OR genes. This is to be
contrasted with the very infrequent duplication of seg-sion has been shown to be very frequent. Since homo-
logs of all four TCR gene families (, , , and ) were ments of TCR loci to remote locations, which appears
to have led only to dysfunctional TCR genes. What is itfound in cartilaginous fish (Rast et al., 1997), the evolu-
tionary events described here have therefore probably that caused this difference? OR diversity is germline
encoded, while TCRs generate the diversity anew eachhappened within relatively short evolutionary times of
each other, in the very early evolution of the vertebrate time from gene “building blocks.” Since the functional
OR unit is small (just 1 kb of coding sequence and usuallyimmune system.
under 10 kb of total transcript), the germline repertoire
can be expanded easily by local and distant duplica-Comparative Genomics
tions. On the other hand, TCR loci are large and complex,One of the rationales for sequencing the human and
and their wholesale duplication is a very infrequentmouse TCR loci was to align the orthologous gene family
event. Whenever portions of the TCR loci are copied tosequences and identify conserved regions. These, it was
other chromosomal locations, the result is bound to beargued, would represent biological information of two
pseudogenes, as the V and C elements are generallytypes: (1) exons and (2) regulatory sequences. Indeed,
distantly spaced. Therefore, the mechanism of expan-most V, D, J, and C exons could be identified in this
sion by copying to other loci is precluded from TCRs,manner. Moreover, the known 3 enhancers in the TCR
while for ORs it is rampant. The single exception appears/ and  gene families could also be identified by this
to be the quadruplication of murine TCR , which (veryprocedure (Koop and Hood, 1994). In one case, a con-
fittingly) is the simplest and most compact of all TCRserved block of 100 bp in the mouse J intron was
loci.later shown to have regulatory activity (Kuo et al., 1998).
The availability of the completely finished sequenceHowever, many small noncoding conserved blocks of
of human and mouse T cell receptor loci, in the frame-sequence were also observed—far too many to test for
work of the human genome draft, has provided a de-regulatory function. As noted above, the analysis of the
tailed catalog of the building blocks of this important5 promoter regions of the V elements revealed far fewer
component of our immune system. This now allows re-potential transcription factor binding sites than might
searchers to concentrate on functional studies withouthave been expected. Clearly some (many) of the con-
the uncertainty deriving from partial knowledge of theserved blocks represent inadvertently conserved, non-
genomic repertoire of TCR gene segments and theirfunctional sequences. Comparative genomic analysis
organization. It also allows for global studies where allbetween human and mouse will clearly permit the identi-
the elements of one or more gene families can be ana-fication and annotation of many (and maybe most) genes
lyzed (e.g., expression patterns) in the context of devel-and perhaps identify outstanding candidates for regula-
opmental or physiological events. Some unique aspectstory sequences.
of their genomic organization suggest new hypotheses
about the evolution of TCRs, to be tested (and improved)Conclusions
by comparison to the TCR gene complement of addi-The recognition of chemical versatility poses one of the
tional vertebrate species.hardest problems to living systems, namely how to dis-
tinguish between millions of different chemicals. Several
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